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THE STATE OF THE CAMPAIGN
Three polls are gaining attention.

YouGov polling shows that Truss has extended her lead to 34 points among party members, 
which suggests that she is gaining support rather than losing it.

Polling by techne, an Italian firm (for an unspecified private client) of Conservative party members 
shows the race could be closer than expected.

Savanta ComRes polling on Conservative Councillors (a small subsection of party members) has 
shown that support for the two camps is even with a lot of undecided voters.

Note that polls of party members are very difficult to conduct because the electorate is small and 
hard to reach. There are very few polls being conducted and there is reason to suggest that the 
above polls are less accurate than a General Election one would be. 

“Thinking about the upcoming Conservative leadership election, who will you vote for?”

Rishi Sunak

Liz Truss

Source: YouGov Poll of 1,043 Conservative party members, 29 July - 2 August
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60

“If you voted today to choose the Conservative leader, who would you vote for?”

Rishi Sunak

Liz Truss

Source: Techne poll, of 807 Conservative party members, 19-27 July

9 per cent said they would not vote or were undecided

13 per cent said they don’t know/won’t vote
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48

“Which of the following candidates will you vote for in the 2022 Conservative leadership 
contest, or will you not vote?”

Rishi Sunak

Liz Truss

Source: Savanta ComRes, poll of 511 Conservative Councillors, 27-29 July

32 per cent undecided. 9 per cent said they would not vote or would prefer not to say.
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Political Overview 
 
In this week, Truss made her first big mistake, Sunak staged a fightback and the rules of the 
leadership contest changed. The Bank of England predict UK inflation could reach 13% and that 
there will be a 15-month long UK recession. They also announced the largest interest rate rise 
since 1995.

https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2022/08/02/truss-leads-sunak-69-31-latest-tory-members-poll
https://www.techneuk.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/TABLE.pdf
https://twitter.com/SavantaComRes/status/1553462935032401926
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THE RULES FOR THE LEADERSHIP RACE HAVE CHANGED IN THE MIDDLE  
OF THE RACE:

Following warnings from GCHQ’s National Cyber Security Centre about the threat of cyber 
hackers changing people’s ballots the leadership race rules have been changed and the 
administration of the ballot impacted as follows: 

-  Ballot delivery has been delayed till August 11. This could help Sunak because it gives him  
a further week to change party members minds.

-  Party members now cannot change their vote once submitted.  This is bad for Sunak 
because if the bulk of voters vote early there are fewer minds to change in the coming 
weeks.

Truss makes her first mistake – The lady is for turning
Truss recommended reforms to public sector pay and conditions that were widely 
condemned. One of these was to replace national pay boards for civil servants with regional 
pay boards. She has now dropped this proposal. Her proposals to cut civil service holidays, 
eliminate Government diversity and inclusion positions and end paid trade union time for 
Government workers remain policy.

Why did Truss announce this complicated public sector pay reform proposal?

-  Both sides feel the need to create a daily stream of policy announcements to dominate the 
news agenda and show momentum.

-  She could be seeking a mandate for her reforms to bind potential rebel MPs.
-  These are small teams working under pressure and mistakes will be made.
-  Truss needs to identify public spending savings to finance her tax cuts.
-  Truss may believe that high public sector wages outside London are crowding out the 

private sector, which cannot compete with the terms offered by Government employers.

Was this a fatal error?
-  Truss has U-turned and dropped the proposals for regional pay boards. Voters blame 

candidates far more if a policy is implemented than they do for flip flopping. Truss had a 
bad day but has recovered quickly.

-  Leaves an £8.8 billion hole in Truss’s economic proposals, which could mean cuts elsewhere.
-  Conservative party members (those voting now) are more likely to work in the private sector 

or be retired and many of them will approve of reducing the pay and perks of civil servants.
-  The public tend to prefer cuts to public sector pay rather than cuts to public services 

especially if the cuts are aimed at civil servants and not uniformed personnel, which was the 
initial policy.

-  Cuts to regional public spending correlate poorly with public support for a party. The 
Conservatives won many Midlands and North of England seats in 2019 after 9 years of 
austerity.

Was the policy misrepresented as Truss suggests?
-  The policy did not mean cutting the wages of frontline workers as Sunak allies suggested. 

It would apply only to new civil servants at first. Only later would it apply to other public 
services.

-  The change suggested was that the wages of new civil servants outside of the Greater 
South-East would grow more slowly in future reflecting the lower wages in those regions.

-  The £8.8 billion savings figure was taken from a TaxPayers’ Alliance report released days 
before. You can’t achieve it without it meaning lower pay for the uniformed services in the 
regions in future compared to continuing with national pay bargaining.

The more important impact is that - Many Conservative MPs seem unwilling to support 
public spending restraint setting up a challenge for Truss’s proposed emergency budget and 
spending review.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
TV debates/interviews:

TalkTV debate TBC (reorganised)
GBNews with Liz Truss Interview 10 August.

Party Hustings for members only:
5 August:   Eastbourne
9 August:   Darlington
11 August:   Cheltenham 
16 August:   Perth
17 August:   Northern Ireland
19 August:   Manchester
23 August:   Birmingham
25 August:   Norwich
31 August:   London

DEADLINES
11 August 2022: New date by which 
all members will receive ballots.

2 September 2022 at 5pm: Deadline 
for return of paper ballots.

5 September 2022: Result 
announced.

Sunak’s fightback is taking shape
This week Sunak announced a series of policies to regain the momentum:

Tax cuts including:
-  A one-year VAT cut on energy bills.
-  A long-term plan to cut the basic rate of income tax to 16 pence in the Pound over 7 years.
-  A plan to amend the equality act to combat the ‘woke nonsense’ which he said was in public life.
-  A policy that people who vilify Britain will be viewed as extremists and will be referred to the 

Prevent programme (the UK’s Government programme to de-radicalise extremists).

Truss is gaining the high-profile endorsements
Sunak won the MP stage of the contest with ease. However, he has failed to secure 
endorsements from the defeated leadership contenders and high-profile cabinet Ministers in 
the membership stage. 

Truss has the backing of 10 sitting Cabinet ministers (a third of Boris Johnson’s current Cabinet) 
and 11 past Cabinet ministers. Sunak has fewer endorsements from current Cabinet ministers but 
the backing of influential past Conservative leaders such as Lord Howard and Lord Hague and 
Thatcherite former Chancellors including Nigel Lawson and Lord Lamont.

-  Truss has been endorsed by Tugendhat, Mordaunt, and Braverman who each reached the 
final rounds, Zahawi the current Chancellor and Javid the former Chancellor.

-  Ben Wallace MP the Defence Secretary who declined to stand but is immensely popular 
among Conservative members has also now backed Truss.

-  Sunak is backed by only Schapps, Hunt and Chishti, who were each eliminated in the earlier 
stages and are each from the left of the party.

-  Badenoch has refused to back either candidate.

MPs like a winner and they like to be in the Cabinet, some will have waited until it was clear 
who will win before then backing that candidate. In terms of media endorsements, the 
Conservative Press is more split with the Daily Mail and The Telegraph endorsing Truss and 
the The Times endorsing Sunak.

Interest rates are going up whoever wins
This is a Bank of England responsibility and neither candidate will change that but Sunak 
stated, in an interview with the Daily Telegraph “Of course they are rising and I support our 
Central Bank acting as I have told them to act forcefully to control inflation.” Truss is to 
review the policy remit of the Bank of England to make sure it is tough enough on inflation 
and to have a clear direction for monetary policy.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2022/08/04/liz-truss-backed-tackle-failed-whitehall-groupthink-kick-start/
https://www.mailplus.co.uk/edition/news/politics/208330/mail-backs-truss-for-pm
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/opinion/2022/08/01/liz-truss-right-choice-tories/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/fd0172dc-0860-11ed-8c31-545bf77a6173?shareToken=d19fb29d56a6cfc2f6bc457fb027a320
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2022/08/02/ultra-low-rates-have-put-us-new-road-serfdom/
https://twitter.com/GuidoFawkes/status/1554762876895780864?s=20&t=_T_Q9wbf8nLhgsda5lG18w
https://twitter.com/GuidoFawkes/status/1554762876895780864?s=20&t=_T_Q9wbf8nLhgsda5lG18w
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